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Media has increasingly changed over the past few decades. It became a reliable source of information and an immediate source of recreation as well. The evolution of media served as a mode to support conversation, aid for another medium, and developed the role of the users.

In today's generation, social media has become one of our necessities. We use it every single time to connect and communicate with people whenever they are. It also became a medium where emotions, ideas, and information are disseminated and can be gathered.

According to Clay Shirky, an American writer, the internet is the first-ever medium that is good at supporting different types of conversation. This simply means that even news from a different side of the world is being circulated from numerous countries which makes communication possible. The internet is likewise the mode of carriage for all other media. With this, social media allows users to watch movies, have phone calls, play games, listen to music, and browse magazines & newspapers that are normally accomplished with different mediums. Social media also permits the users to create something on the internet and consume something as well.

Taken altogether, social media can make history with just one click, one post, one share, or one comment. This has brought a huge impact on people because we became united even though we're miles apart from each other. The most important this is that social media has the power to eliminate the unfavorable consequences of conflict or
politics because people have now been equipped with knowledge and awareness of daily news. Unlike before, our voices can now make a difference.
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